Cool Shops London

One of a new series of authoritative guides
teNeues is introducing this season, Cool
Shops London takes the reader on a tour of
the best stores and boutiques in this vibrant
city. Each shop included is distinguished
by more than just the products it sells. The
editors
also
highlight
exemplary
architecture and interior design - for shops
such as Camper, Jigsaw and Marks and
Spencer - with lavish colour photographs
and emphasize as well the appeal of
smaller, one-of-a-kind shops. Attractively
designed to fit into any handbag, backpack,
or briefcase, this book includes a site map
for easy use and is sure to be a must-have
for shopaholics everywhere!

Top 10 Gift & Speciality Shops in Covent Garden: See reviews and photos of Gift & Speciality Shops in Covent
Garden, London (England) on TripAdvisor.With a huge range of independent shops, specialist boutiques and quirky
markets to explore, theres never a dull moment while shopping in London. Alice Through The Looking Glass. Arthur
Beale. Blade Rubber Stamps. L. Cyberdog. Dover Street Market. Duke of Uke. Hoxton Street Monster Supplies. The
best coffee shops and cafes in London, including Kaffeine, Monmouth Coffee Company, Holborn Grind, Wilton Way
Cafe and many more.Time Outs guide to Hackney shops and markets picks the best places to shop in Hackney, whether
you want Get ready to mine a rich seam of cool on a tour of Hackneys independent shops and markets. . More London
area guides From quirky gift shops to high end designer dens, Shoreditch shops offer Present offers a wide range of
cool stationary, comic books, cycling GQ presents the best independent retailers, department stores and spanking new
London flagships that offer the finest menswear in the London shopping at its best, discover the full list of the 100 best
shops in the city, featuring high street shops, luxury department stores, vintage But we live in London, where theres no
shortage of cool independents to keep style-savvy menfolk in quality clobber. Heres our pick of the tenDont want to
splash the cash when shopping in London? in London just look at our list of the best cheap shops the capital has to
offer. Cool kidswear. From antique bookshops to achingly hip design studios, the shops in Clerkenwell and Holborn
are nothing if not varied. London excels at This is Londons trendiest shopping area. Walk, Redchurch and Cheshire
Streets are full of quirky shops, vintage dens and cool homeware.
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